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-Nic Dias, UPenn, also on chat for clarification questions.
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Percent that would be unhappy if their child married
someone from the other party

--Iyengar, Lelkes, Sood, 2012 (with updated data) 3 / 71
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Affective polarization threatens the
foundations of democracy

Citizens don't hold in-party members accountable (Lelkes and
Westwood, 2019)
Voters reward politicians that eschew compromise in favor of
grandstanding (Hetherington and Rudolph 2015)
Decreases social trust, distorts labor markets, and causes social
segregation (Huber & Malhotra, 2016; McConnell, Margalit, Malhotra, &
Levendusky, 2018; Nicholson, Coe, Emory, & Song, 2016)
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What drives affective polarization?
Lots of ideas: Internet (Lelkes et al, 2017), Social media (Alcott et al
2020), Cable news (Levendusky 2013), Elections (Michelitch. & Utych,
2018), Electoral Systems (Adams, Gidron, Horne).
Partisanship (Party-over-Policy)
Policy preferences (Policy-over-Party)
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Categorize oneself as a
member of a group and derive
self-worth from being in the
group
To maximize their self-esteem,
they view their own group
positively, and the other side
negatively.
Sorting of identities & changes
in the media landscape have
exacerbated the importance of
party identity

Party-over-party hypothesis
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Policy-over-party hypothesis:
1. Far more rooted in a rational-choice perspective
2. Partisans loathe members of the opposing party because they disagree

strongly about how to address salient policy issues.
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Citizens have become more sorted
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The larger question: What is
partisanship?
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Evidence in favor of the party-over-
policy hypothesis

Affective polarization and partisan behavior are better predicted by
party identity than policy preferences (Iyengar et al 2012, Lelkes 2018,
Huddy et al 2015)
Affective polarization tracks with the sorting of various social identities
in the United States (Mason 2018)
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Evidence in favor of the policy-over-
party hypothesis

Issue attitudes are correlated with affective polarization (Lelkes, 2018,
Bougher, 2017)
As people become more extreme/sorted they are also more affectively
polarized (Webster and Abramowitz, Bougher 2017)
There have also been a number of vignette studies that show that
when people see candidates who disagree with them on policy issues,
they tend to dislike them (Webster and Abramowitz, Rogowski and
Sutherland, Lelkes 2019)
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When people only see party
and nothing else, they use
party identity to infer policy
positions.
When information about policy
disagreement is explicit, the
relationship between
partisanship and interpersonal
affect should disappear.

Policy

AffectParty

Party effect on affect is essentially
spurious
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Issues asked: Limiting gun access, abortion attitudes, immigration
attitudes, and welfare spending attitudes
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The problem of "information
equivalence problem" (Dafoe et al,
2018) in these studies

1. Information doesn't live in a vacuum.
2. As Orr and Huber argue, if you tell people someone is a Democrat, you

are also telling them about their issue positions.
3. Converse is also true.
4. Holding the right policy position signals loyalty to your identity.
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-- Goggin, Henderson, & Theodoridis (2019).
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Policy-over-Party

Policy

AffectParty

Party-over-Policy 
Policy

AffectParty
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Dissociate policy information
from party information
If the effect of party still
disappears, we know our
model is wrong.

Policy

AffectParty

How to arbitrate?
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Empirical roadmap
1. Study 1: Are the policies used in past studies empirically distinguishable

from partisanship?
2. Study 2: If we use non-party branded policies, do policy preferences

overshadow the effect of partisanship?
3. Study 3 and 4: Can we "brand" previously unbranded issues, causing

them to behave like the Orr and Huber issues?
4. Study 5: Are people just deriving policy information from partisan cues?
5. All studies were pre-registered: https://osf.io/458tc/?

view_only=2d104af246ab4811ade82f88f9d5a44c
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Study 1
Are the policy issues used in past studies of affective polarization
partisan-branded?
We also sought to identify a handful of unbranded issues that would be
comparably salient to some partisan-branded issues.
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Methods
500 Americans from the Forthright Panel (relatively high quality, quota-
matched online sample)
Interested in 35 issues, each person asked about 5 randomly selected
issues
For each issue saw two positions, e.g.: the federal government should
make it more difficult for people to buy a gun" and "the government
should make it easier for people to buy a gun."
What position do you think most Republicans would take on this issue?
What position do you think most Democrats would take on this issue?
How important is this issue: "Not at all important" to "Very important"
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Study 1 Summary:
1. Issues used in policy-over-party studies all included policies that were

strongly correlated with partisanship.
2. We found several issues that people thought were just as important,

but uncorrelated with partisanship.
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1. If we detach partisanship from
policies does the effect of
partisanship still dissipate?

2. If the effect of partisanship
disappears, suggests that
policy preferences drive the
relationship

Policy

AffectParty

Study 2: Is the relationship between
partisanship and affective polarization
spurious?
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1. If we detach partisanship from
policies does the effect of
partisanship still dissipate?

2. If the effect of partisanship
remains strong, suggests that
policy preferences in fact
mediate the relationship

Policy

AffectParty

Study 2: Is thce relationship between
partisanship and affective polarization
spurious?
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Methods
1. Two waves, separated by one week
2. Wave 1:

3,070 US adults on Mturk (March 9, 2020)
Asked about their policy preferences on 12 issues:
Unbranded issues that were comparably salient (eminent domain,
allowing mobile carriers to sell customer data)
Branded issues used in past studies (ease of gun purchasing,
DREAMer naturalization, child adoption by same-sex couples)
Other issues to mask the purpose of the study

3. Wave 2:
Partisans (1:3,5:7 on a 7-point party identity scale) were invited
back
Randomly assigned to:
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Experimental Conditions
Partisanship Only: Suppose you meet a person who enjoys watching TV,
is from South Carolina, and is a Democrat.
Policy Preference Only: Suppose you meet a person who listens to rock
music and works as a police officer. They believe that consumers
voluntarily provide data to their mobile phone carriers, and carriers should
be allowed to sell this data.
Partisanship + Policy Preference: Suppose you meet a person who is
from Massachusetts, enjoys reading, and is a Republican. They believe that
immigrants brought to the U.S. illegally as children should be sent back to
where they came from.
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Outcome measure:
After each vignette respondents were asked how warm or cool they
feel towards that person.
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Effect should be stronger among strong
partisans

1. They should care more about party loyalty than weak partisans.
2. Measure from Huddy et al and Greene:

1. How important is being a [Democrat/ Republican] to you?
2. How well does the term [Democrat/ Republican] describe you?
3. When talking about [Democrats/ Republicans], how often do you

use "we" instead of "they"?
4. To what extent do you think of yourself as being a [Democrat/

Republican]?
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Study 2 Summary
Introducing policy preferences to vignettes diminished the effects of
shared partisanship far more for party-branded issues than unbranded
issues
Indicates that partisanship is not spurious
Suggests that party-branded issues actually mediate the impact of
partisanship by signalling party-loyalty.
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Study 3
Perhaps our measure of issue salience wasn't very good?
Can we make unbranded issues behave like branded issues?
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Policy

AffectParty

Policy

AffectParty
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Methods
2,004 U.S. residents were recruited from MTurk on March 21, 2020, and
a total of 1,799 Republicans and Democrats (including party leaners)
completed the study.
In this version of the experiment, the party affiliation of the vignette
subject was always given but randomized
Policy preferences were drawn exclusively from the unbranded issues
of occupational licensing, eminent domain, and allowing mobile
carriers to sell customer data.
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No partisan
branding condition
Some argue that the government
should be able to seize private land
if it is needed for a public project
and the owner is fairly
compensated. Critics disagree and
argue that the government should
never be allowed to seize a
citizen’s private land, even if the
land is needed for a public project
and the owner is fairly
compensated.

Partisan branding
condition
Republicans argue that the
government should be able to
seize private land if it is needed for
a public project and the owner is
fairly compensated. Democrats
disagree and argue that the
government should never be
allowed to seize a citizen’s private
land, even if the land is needed for
a public project and the owner is
fairly compensated.

Suppose you meet a person who enjoys reading, works as a physician's
assistant, and is a Republican. They believe that the government should be
able to seize private land if it is needed for a public project and the owner is
fairly compensated. 46 / 71
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Elites have become more extreme
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Policy information gets its
power by becoming associated
with parties.

Policy

AffectParty

Study 3 recap
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Study 4
Study 3 gave participants a lot of policy information to process -->
increasing the salience of policy
Also sought to test an ancillary hypothesis:

Does it matter if the cue conveys loyalty or disloyalty?
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Methods

2,506 U.S. residents were recruited from MTurk on May 11, 2020, and a
total of 2,254 Republicans and Democrats (including party leaners)
completed the study.
Completed a modified version of the experiment from Studies 2 and 3

Policy preferences were drawn from unbranded issues.

Three variants:

(1) Vignette's subject's preference was consistent with that of many
lawmakers and voters from the subject's party.
(2) Subject's preference was inconsistent with that of their party
(3) Provided no information as to where the vignette subject's party
stood on the issue.
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Vignette Examples

Party-Loyal Preference: Suppose you meet a person who enjoys
reading, works as a physician's assistant, and is a Republican. Like many
Republican lawmakers and voters, they believe that mobile phone
carriers should be prohibited from selling consumers' data.
Party-Disloyal Preference: Suppose you meet a person who enjoys
reading, works as a physician's assistant, and is a Republican. Unlike
many Republican lawmakers and voters, they believe that mobile phone
carriers should be prohibited from selling consumers' data.
Unbranded Preference: Suppose you meet a person who enjoys
reading, works as a physician's assistant, and is a Republican. They
believe that mobile phone carriers should be prohibited from selling
consumers' data.
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Perhaps people are using party identity
to infer other policy stances, which then
drive the effect?

1. Would expect that the effects of labeling someone as "disloyal" would
increase as people spend more time processing the information.

2. Would also expect inferred policy positions to mediate the effect of
shared partisanship more under the disloyalty condition than the
unbranded condition.
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Reran Study 4
1. with a new sample (2600 MTurkers, two waves), but no party loyalty

condition.

2. Randomly assigned to three conditions:

Control, same as study 4
Think carefully, have to stay on page for at least 525 milliseconds
per word of the vignette
Time pressure, only get 350 milliseconds per word of the vignette
to answer feeling thermometer questions

1. Afterwards, were asked to predict the candidate's stance on five issues
(abortion, immigration, etc) and given a score for the number of times
they gave a Democratic candidate a liberal position/Republican
candidate a conservative position
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Impact of disloyalty versus unbranded
policy positions on inferred policy
positions

1. Disloyal in-party candidates were perceived to be equally consistent on
other issues compared to unbranded policy info-only candidates

2. Policy inferences were not a stronger mediator of the effect of party
cues on affect in the disloyalty condition than the unbranded policy info
condition
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Recap
1. Study 1: Republicans and Democrats have easily distinguishable

preferences about the policy issues used in past studies of affective
polarization

2. Study 2: Partisanship is not spurious
3. Study 3: We can make policies that generally don't signal partisanship

mediate the effect of party identity by linking them to parties.
4. Study 4: Loyalty is redundant with being a partisan
5. Study 5: No evidence that policy inferences are the mechanism
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Implications
1. Scientific:

Affective polarization is not primarily a function of increasingly
extreme and/or homogenous policy preferences.

It is likely not: policy-over-party versus party-over-policy, but
both.

What is partisanship?
2. Methodological: Underscore the importance of design-based

approaches to overcoming informational equivalence.
3. Societal: Identifying the mechanism is key to reducing affective

polarization.
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Thanks!
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Low Knowledge
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Medium Knowledge
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High Knowledge
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